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Inotuzumab ozogamicin (IO) is an anti-CD22 calicheamicin immunoconjugate that has
been recently approved for the treatment of relapsed or refractory B-Acute Lymphoblastic
Leukemia (r/r B-ALL). We employed both immortalized and primary cells derived
from CD22-positive lymphoproliferative disorders to investigate the signaling pathways
contributing to IO sensitivity or resistance. We found that the drug reduced the
proliferation rate of CD22-positive cell lines expressing wild-type p53, but was remarkably
less effective on cells exhibiting mutant p53. In addition, CD22-positive cells surviving IO
were mostly blocked in the G2/M phase of the cell cycle because of Chk1 activation that,
in the presence of a wild-type p53 background, led to p21 induction. When we combined
IO with the Chk1 inhibitor UCN-01, we successfully abrogated IO-induced G2/M arrest
regardless of the underlying p53 status, indicating that the DNA damage response
triggered by IO is also modulated by p53-independent mechanisms. To establish a
predictive value for p53 in determining IO responsiveness, we expressed mutant p53
in cell lines displaying the wild-type gene and observed an increase in IO IC50 values.
Likewise, overexpression of an inducible wild-type p53 in cells natively presenting a
mutant protein decreased their IC50 for IO. These results were also confirmed in primary
CD22-positive cells derived from B-ALL patients at diagnosis and from patients with
r/r B-ALL. Furthermore, co-treatment with IO and UCN-01 significantly increased cell
death in primary cells expressing mutant p53. In summary, our findings suggest that p53
status may represent a biomarker predictive of IO efficacy in patients diagnosed with
CD22-positive malignancies.
Keywords: p53, inotuzumab ozogamicin, Chk1, B-ALL, antibody-drug conjugates
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INTRODUCTION

In adult B-ALL, the most commonly reported TP53 alterations
are missense mutations that, while infrequent, are usually
associated with a poor outcome (22). Furthermore, the incidence
of TP53 mutations increases at disease relapse and has been
frequently reported in adult ALL that does not display recurrent
fusion genes (23).
IO has been recently approved for the treatment of adult
patients with relapsed or refractory CD22-positive B-ALL (24)
or adult patients with Ph+ ALL that have failed treatment with
at least one TKI (25, 26), showing significantly higher remission
rates than standard therapy.
In the present study we investigated the role of p53 in
modulating the IO responsiveness of both immortalized and
primary CD22-positive B-ALL cells.

In the adult population, Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL)
is an uncommon hematological disorder (0.4% of all new
cancer cases in the US) characterized by highly proliferative
immature lymphoid progenitors usually derived from the B-cell
lineage (1, 2).
While B-ALL treatment using the association of vincristine,
dexamethasone, cyclophosphamide or anthracyclines (3)
generates a complete remission in 80–90% of patients (4), 5-year
overall survival (OS) rates remain in the 40% range, plummeting
to <10% in case of disease relapse (5). To improve this dismal
outcome, several targeted therapies have been recently developed
including tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs)—for Philadelphiapositive (Ph+) variants of the disease (6)—and monoclonal
antibodies targeting B-cell membrane receptors such as CD19,
CD20, CD22, and CD52 (5, 7).
Human CD22 is a surface antigen expressed in pro-B and
pre-B cells that heavily contributes to the regulation of B-cell
function (8). After ligand binding, CD22 undergoes constitutive
internalization followed by lysosomal degradation (9). Hence,
this surface antigen represents an ideal target to kill leukemic Bcells using antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) that combine the
antibody specificity for a selected antigen with the cytotoxicity
ability of different cell-killing agents (10).
Inotuzumab ozogamicin (IO), also known as CMC544, is a highly specific ADC targeting CD22-positive
lymphoproliferative diseases. IO consists of a semi-synthetic
derivative of N-acetil-γ calicheamicin 1,2-dimethyl hydrazine
dichloride (CalichDMH) covalently linked—via an acid-labile 4(4’-acetylphenoxy) butanoic acid—to a humanized monoclonal
IgG4 anti-CD22 antibody (11, 12). CalichDMH derives from
the actinomyces Micromonospora echinospora, subspecies
calichensis, and its cytotoxicity relies on the ability to bind
the minor groove of the DNA helix producing double strand
breaks (13, 14). In turn this DNA damage arrests the cell cycle
in G2/M, activating multiple apoptotic mechanisms (15, 16).
The Chk1/2 and the p53 signaling pathways have both been
implicated in maintenance of the G2/M arrest triggered by
DNA damage as the former proteins, upon induction by ATM
(Ataxia Telangiectasia Mutated Kinase) and/or ATR (Ataxia
Telangiectasia And Rad3-Related Protein) up-regulate 14-3-3
proteins or lead to p21 transactivation. In both circumstances,
the net biological result of these events is prolongation of the
G2/M arrest via 14-3-3-dependent cytoplasmic sequestering
of Cdc25C or p21-dependent regulation of Retinoblastoma
protein (17).
The p53 protein—encoded by TP53 gene - plays a pivotal
role in modulating DNA damage response, cell proliferation,
differentiation, and death (18, 19). Most p53 mutations result
in protein loss of function and, if coupled with deleterious
alterations involving the p53 region of the remaining allele, favor
cellular oncogenic transformation. These non-synonymous p53
mutations usually occur in the DNA binding domain encoded by
exons 5–8 of the TP53 gene. As a result, p53 protein structure is
disrupted and p53 can no longer bind to its target genes and exert
its transcriptional activity (20, 21).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Immortalized Cells
Burkitt lymphoma (BL-2, Namalwa, Raji, and Ramos), ALL
(SUP-B15) and Acute Myeloid Leukemia (HL-60) cell lines
were obtained from the German Collection of Microorganisms
and Cell Cultures DSMZ and used for fewer than 6 months
after receipt.
BL-2, Namalwa, Raji, Ramos, and HL-60 cells were
maintained in RPMI-1640 medium while SUP-B15 were
grown in Mc-Coy 5A medium (both from Sigma-Aldrich).
Media were supplemented with 10% (Namalwa, Raji and
HL-60) or 20% (BL-2, SUP-B15 and Ramos) heat-inactivated
fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Euroclone), 2 mmol/L L-glutamine
(Sigma-Aldrich) and penicillin/streptomycin (100 U/mL and
50 µg/mL, respectively, also from Sigma-Aldrich).
Human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells
(MSCs) immortalized by forcing the expression of telomerase
reverse transcriptase (TERT) (donated by Dario Campana,
Department of Pediatrics, Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine,
National University of Singapore) were grown in RPMI-1640
medium supplemented with 10% FBS, 2 mmol/L glutamine,
10−6 M hydrocortisone (Sigma-Aldrich), 100 U/mL penicillin
and 50 µg/mL streptomycin as previously described (27).
Immortalized MSCs were seeded in 96-well plates coated with
1% gelatin (Sigma-Aldrich) and grown until they reached
confluence. Before seeding primary cells, the RPMI-1640
medium was removed from MSCs and cells were washed seven
times with AIM-V medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to remove
FBS and hydrocortisone. All cell lines were maintained in an
incubator set at 37◦ C with 5% CO2 .

Primary Cells
Bone marrow (BM) samples were collected from six patients
with newly diagnosed B-ALL and four refractory—relapsed BALL (r/r B-ALL) according to the 2008 WHO criteria. Patients
were followed in the Division of Hematology of the A.O.U.
Policlinico—Vittorio Emanuele and signed an informed consent
releasing anonymously their samples for research purposes in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Only subjects with
neoplastic cells expressing >80% CD22-positive were eligible for
this study.
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5′ -CGACGCGTCCTAGGTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTT
ACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATG-3′ primers (the underlined
bases indicate the T7 promoter) and cloned using the XhoI-MluI
restriction sites in the pTRIPz-p53.

BM mononuclear cells were isolated by Ficoll-Paque Premium
(GE Healthcare) density-gradient centrifugation according to the
manufacturer’s protocol.
For apoptosis evaluation, BM mononuclear cells were
maintained in AIM-V medium and seeded onto immortalized
MSC cells. Primary cells were instead plated in AIM-V medium
in stroma free wells to calculate the 50% inhibitory growth
concentration (IC50 ) for the drugs employed in the study.

Transfection and Lentiviral Transduction
Production of lentiviral supernatant was performed as previously
described (29). Briefly, pTRIPZ shRNA anti-Chk1 constructs,
pTRIPZ Inducible Lentiviral non-silencing shRNA Control
(Cat n◦ RHS4743), pLEX p53R248Q-EGFP, pTRIPz-p53-EGFP
transfer vectors and their respective empty vector controls were
co-transfected with the packaging plasmids in the HEK293T cell
line, using the calcium phosphate transfection method according
to the Open Biosystem protocol (Trans-Lentiviral Packaging
Kit, Open Biosystem). Viral supernatants were harvested 48 h
after transfection.
The Namalwa cell line was then transduced with pTRIPzEGFP or pTRIPz-p53-EGFP by a double round of spin-infection.
Cells were centrifuged for 90 min at 32◦ C and 1,200 x g in the
presence of 1 mL of viral supernatant and 8 µg/mL Polybrene
(Sigma-Aldrich). Forty-eight hours post-transduction, Namalwa
cells were finally selected with 1 µg/mL puromycin (SigmaAldrich) for 72 h.
BL-2 and SUP-B15 cell lines were transduced using 100-fold
concentrated viral supernatants as previously described (30).
Cells were subjected to two rounds of spinoculation as specified
above and selected with 1 µg/mL puromycin for 72 h.

Immunophenotype Analysis of
Immortalized Cell Lines
The expression of surface markers of immortalized cell
lines was determined by flow cytometry using the following
monoclonal antibodies: anti-CD22 Fluorescein isothiocyanate
(FITC) (Clone SJ10.1H11) and anti-CD33 Phycoerythrin (PE)
(clone D3HL60.251) (both from Beckman Coulter). Cell lines
were stained according to the manufacturer’s instructions and
analyzed by flow-cytometry using Cytomics FC500 (Beckman
Coulter). For each condition, 10.000 events were acquired.
Results were expressed as the percentage of CD22- or CD33positive cells over total number of analyzed events.

Chk1 and p53 Constructs and Mutagenesis
To achieve the inducible pTRIPZ short-hairpin RNA (shRNA)
anti-Chk1 constructs we moved human shRNAs anti-Chk1
(cat. n◦ RHS4531, Dharmacon/Horizon Discovery Ltd)
from the pGIPZ to the pTRIPZ vector according to the
manufacturer’s protocol.
To obtain different p53 constructs we employed the following
strategies. The human p53-EGFP sequence was first excised
with NheI and NotI restriction enzymes from the pEGFPN1-p53 plasmid (a gift of Prof. Francesco Frasca, Division
of Endocrinology, Department of Clinical and Experimental
Medicine of the University of Catania) and then cloned in the
pcDNA3.1 expression vector (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
To obtain the p53R248Q mutant, the pcDNA3.1-p53-EGFP
plasmid was subjected to a mutagenesis reaction using the QuickChange II XL Site-Direct Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies)
as elsewhere specified (28). Primers employed to generate the
required mutations in the p53 wild-type sequence were 5′ GGCGGCATGAACCAGAGGCCCATCCTC-3′ (forward) and
5′ -GAGGATGGGCCTCTGGTTCATGCCGCC-3′
(reverse).
Codons indicated in bold mutagenize Arginine (R) in position
248 in Glutamine (Q). Proper incorporation of the desired
mutation was verified by Sanger sequencing. Afterwards, the
p53R248Q -EGFP sequence was excised from pcDNA3.1 with
XhoI and cloned in the pLEX lentiviral vector (Open Biosystem).
To create a human inducible p53 wild-type-EGFP construct,
p53 and EGFP were separately cloned in the inducible pTRIPz
vector (Open Biosystem). Initially, p53 was amplified from the
pcDNA3.1-p53-EGFP vector using the indicated forward 5′ CGCACCGGTGCCACCATGGAGGAGCCGCAGTCAGA-3′
and reverse 5′ -CCGCTCGAGGTCTGAGTCAGGCCCTTCTG3′ primers and cloned AgeI-XhoI in pTRIPz generating the
pTRIPz-p53 plasmid. Subsequently, EGFP was amplified from
the pEGFP-N1 plasmid employing the indicated forward 5′ CCGCTCGAGATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGA-3′ and reverse
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Cell Proliferation and Cell Death Assay
To measure the IC50 of IO or Gemtuzumab Ozogamicin (GO),
1 × 104 BL-2, SUP-B15, Namalwa, Ramos, Raji, HL-60 and
lentivirally transduced BL-2 and SUP-B15 cells or 2.5 × 104
primary leukemic cells were seeded in triplicate in 96-well
plates and incubated for 48 h in the presence of increasing
logarithmic doses of IO or GO (a gift of Pfizer) expressed as
equivalents of N-acetyl-γ-calicheamicin dimethylhydrazide as
previously reported (31). The doses employed ranged from 0.001
to 1000 ng/mL CalichDMH. Cell proliferation was determined
using the luminescence ATP detection assay system ATPlite 1
step (Perkin-Elmer), following the manufacturer’s instructions
as previously reported (32). Subsequently, the IC50 value was
calculated by logistic non-linear regression using Prism 5.0
Software (GraphPad Software Inc) and was reported as the
amount of CalichDMH equivalents (nM) from each treatment
group that caused 50% loss of cell viability.
To calculate IO IC50 for Namalwa cells transduced with
pTRIPz-EGFP empty vector or pTRIPz-p53-EGFP, 1 ×
104 cells—either untreated or incubated with doxycycline
(Sigma Aldrich) 1 µg/ml—were incubated with increasing
logarithmic doses of IO (from 0.1 to 10.000 ng/mL CalichDMH)
for 24 h. Cell viability and IC50 values were determined
as previously described.
To estimate cell viability after p53 inhibition, 1 × 104
Namalwa and Raji and 2 × 104 Ramos cells were plated in
triplicate in a 96-well plate and incubated for 24 h with their
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were then harvested, fixed in 70% of ethanol in PhosphateBuffered Saline (PBS) for 24 h at −20◦ C and incubated with
40 µg/mL RNase A and 20 µg/mL Propidium Iodide (both from
Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 min. Cell cycle distribution was then
evaluated employing the Cell Quest software (Becton-Dickinson)
for acquisition and WinMDI 2.9 Software (Joseph Trotter, The
Scripps Institute, La Jolla, CA) and Cylchred Software packages
(Cell Cycle Analysis Software, Cardiff, UK) for analysis.

IO IC50 value alone or in combination with 20 µM pifithrinalpha (Sigma—Aldrich) (Namalwa and Raji) or 2.66 µM APR246 (PRIMA-1MET ) (Selleckem) (Ramos). Cell proliferation
was evaluated using an MTS assay (CellTiter 96 R Aqueous
One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay; Promega) following the
manufacturer’s instructions.
To analyze cell death, 1 × 104 BL-2, SUP-B15, Namalwa and
Raji and 2 × 104 Ramos cells were treated with CalichDMH
equivalents corresponding to their IO IC50 , with 100 nM
UCN-01 (Merk Biosciences) or p53 inhibitors, alone or in
combination. Cells were then harvested and their apoptotic rate
was determined using the Annexin V FITC/ 7AAD kit (Beckman
Coulter) following the manufacturer’s instructions.
The Namalwa cell line transduced with the non-silencing
shRNA or with anti-Chk1 shRNAs was induced with 1 µg/ml
doxycycline for 24 h before performing death assays. Cells
were kept in the presence of doxycicline for an additional
24 h to maintain shRNA silencing and were then treated
with IO. They were then harvested and apoptosis was
measured using the Annexin V FITC/ 7AAD kit following the
manufacturer’s instructions.
For primary BM mononuclear samples, 20 × 104 leukemic
cells were plated on a stromal feeder and then exposed to IO
or UCN-01, alone or in combination. Cells were initially stained
with monoclonal antibodies anti-CD45-Phycoerythrin Cyanin
7 (PC7) (clone J33) and anti human CD19-R-PhycoerythrinTexas Red (ECD) (clone J3-119) (both Beckman Coulter)
and incubated in the dark for 20 min at room temperature,
then washed in PBS and finally labeled with the Annexin V
FITC/7AAD kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. All
data acquisition and analysis were performed using a Cytomics
FC500 flow-cytometer (Beckman Coulter).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 5.0a
(GraphPad Software Inc). Unpaired, single-tail t-tests with
95% confidence intervals were used to compare cell viability
in different experimental conditions. The 1-way ANOVAs
according to Bonferroni’s post-test were used to compare the
effect of IO on cell cycle phases at different time points.

RESULTS
Inotuzumab Ozogamicin Shows Different
Anti-proliferative Efficacy on
CD22-Positive Leukemic Cell Lines With
Different p53 Status
To ascertain if the CD22-specific cytotoxicity of IO would be
influenced by p53 expression, we employed three cell lines chosen
for their diverse p53 profiles as BL-2 cells express wild-type
p53, SUP-B15 present low levels of wild-type p53 (because of
MDM2 gene amplification) and Namalwa cells display the p53
mutation R248Q (33).
FACS analysis confirmed expression of the CD22 B-lymphoid
antigen in >95% of BL-2, SUP-B15 and Namalwa cells while
the myeloid-specific CD33 antigen was not detected in any of
the above-mentioned cells but was expressed in 94% of the
Acute Myeloid Leukemia cell line HL-60 employed as a negative
control (Figure 1A).
We then incubated the above-mentioned cell lines with
increasing doses of CalichDMH-conjugates (IO or the anti-CD33
ADC Gemtuzumab Ozogamicin-GO) and found that IO was
much more effective than GO in reducing cell proliferation
(Figure 1B), generating IC50 values that were consistently lower
than those of their anti-CD33 counterpart (Figure 1C). As
expected, in CD33-positive HL-60 cells, GO was >400 fold
more effective than IO. BL-2 and SUP-B15 were very sensitive
to IO displaying IC50 values (expressed as nM of CalichDMH
equivalents) of 0.82 and 0.098, respectively. On the contrary,
the Namalwa cell line was considerably less responsive to the
drug, displaying an IC50 of 23.70 nM that was comparable to that
observed in the CD22-negative HL-60 cells (36.78 nM).

Immunoblotting
Cell pellets were resuspended in Laemmli buffer [62.5 mM TrisHCl (pH 6.8), 2% w/v SDS, 10% glycerol, 50 mM DTT, 0.01%
w/v bromophenol blue], sonicated, denatured for 5 min and
separated on SDS-PAGE. The proteins were then transferred
to nitrocellulose membranes and blocked with 5% non-fat dry
milk or with 5% Bovine Serum Albumin (Sigma-Aldrich) in
Tris-Buffered Saline with 0.1% Tween 20 (Sigma-Aldrich).
Primary antibodies used were: polyclonal anti-phosphoChk1
(Ser345), monoclonal anti-Chk1, polyclonal anti-phosphoChk2
(Thr68) and monoclonal anti-Chk2 from Cell Signaling;
polyclonal anti-p21, monoclonal anti-p53, polyclonal antiphosphoCdc25C (Ser216) and monoclonal Cdc25C from
Santa Cruz Biotechnology; monoclonal anti-GFP (Covance);
monoclonal
anti-Actin
(Sigma-Aldrich).
Appropriate
horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibodies
(Amersham Biosciences) were added and proteins were then
detected using the enhanced chemiluminescence reagent ECL
Star (Euroclone).

Inotuzumab Ozogamicin Induces a G2/M
Arrest That Is Associated With Chk1 and
Chk2 Phosphorylation
Next, we wanted to determine if the reduced proliferation rate
that we observed in CD22-positive cells after IO treatment
was due to induction of programmed cell death or to cellcycle arrest. To this end, we incubated BL-2, SUP-B15 and

Cell Cycle Distribution Analysis
1 × 104 BL-2, SUP-B15 and Namalwa cells were plated and
treated with their respective IO IC50 for 12, 24 and 48 h. Cells
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FIGURE 1 | Antiproliferative effect of Inotuzumab Ozogamicin and Gemtuzumab Ozogamicin on human malignant CD22-positive cell lines. (A) Relative expression of
CD22 and CD33 antigens on the cell surface of BL-2, SUP-B15, Namalwa and HL-60 cells. (B) Reductions in cell proliferation rates were calculated for
CD22-positive/CD33-negative (BL-2, SUP-B15 and Namalwa) and CD22-negative/CD33-positive (HL-60) cell lines after a 48 h incubation with increasing
concentrations of anti-CD22 (IO, •) and anti-CD33 (GO, ) calicheamicin immunoconjugates. Results represent the average ± standard deviation of at least three
different experiments performed in triplicates with relative luminescence of untreated cells arbitrarily set at 100%. (C) IC50 values were calculated by logistic non-linear
regression and are presented in the table as nM equivalents of CalichDMH for IO and GO, respectively.
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FIGURE 2 | CD22-expressing cells that survive Inotuzumab Ozogamicin are blocked in the G2/M phase of the cell cycle. (A) Representative dot plots showing the
apoptotic rates observed in BL-2, SUP-B15 and Namalwa cells. The indicated CD22-positive cell lines were either left untreated (UNT) or treated with calicheamicin
equivalents corresponding to their IO IC50 values for 48 h. Apoptotic rates were evaluated using flow cytometry after Annexin V-FITC/7AAD double staining. The
indicated percentage values show the distribution of viable and necrotic/apoptotic cells for each condition. (B) Histograms representing the average percentage of
Annexin V and 7 AAD positive cells in the untreated (white columns) or IO treated (with their respective IC50 values; black columns) conditions. Columns represent
average ± standard deviation of three independent experiments performed in triplicates. ***p < 0.001 (C) Representative experiment displaying the cell cycle
distribution of BL-2, SUP-B15 and Namalwa cells. Each line was treated for 12, 24, and 48 h with it’s respective IO IC50 value and surviving cells were then analyzed
for cell cycle distribution by flow cytometry using propidium iodide (PI). The percentage of cells blocked in G2/M is indicated for each panel.
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cells were poorly responsive to IO despite their high
CD22 expression.

Namalwa cells for 48 h using IO concentrations reflecting their
IC50 values and then measured cell death by staining cells with
Annexin V/7AAD (Figures 2A,B). We found that IO killed
60% of BL-2, 91% of SUP-B15 and 81% of Namalwa cell lines
compared to 9, 23, and 8% of apoptotic rates in the untreated
condition (Figures 2A,B). While these apoptotic rates may seem
comparable, the fact that Namalwa cells required IO doses 29 fold
(BL-2) and 241 fold (SUP-B15) higher than those employed for
the other CD22-positive cell lines suggested a possible CD22independent cytotoxicity derived from the release of unbound
CalichDMH as previously described (31).
We then analyzed the cell cycle progression of each cell line
after IO exposure for 12, 24, and 48 h. We found that cells
surviving drug treatment exhibited a modified cell-cycle profile
as both BL-2 and SUP-B15 displayed a progressive increase in
the population blocked in the G2/M phase of the cell cycle
(Figure 2C and Table 1). Specifically, BL-2 cells exhibited a G2/M
arrest in 46.26% of the population after 12 h of drug exposure
that increased to 65.40% after 24 h. Likewise, the SUP-B15 cell
line presented 38.94% of cells in G2/M after 12 h of IO with a
further increase to 57.64% after 24 h. Both in BL-2 and SUPB15, we detected a decrease of the G2/M population after 48 h
of IO incubation (29.55% for BL-2 and 47.26% for SUP-B15), due
to the increase in the subG0 population killed by the drug. On
the contrary, IO treatment of the Namalwa cell line determined
an early block in G2/M (44.98% at 12 h) that was maintained
even 24 (53.87%) and 48 h (58.97%) after treatment (Table 1
and Figure 2C).
Our results confirm that IO arrests cells in the G2/M phase
of the cell cycle (16), but indicate that this block is differently
modulated in BL-2 and SUP-B15 cells as compared to the
Namalwa cell line.
Given these findings, we wanted to establish if the differing
p53 status of our CD22-positive cell lines contributed to
their different response to IO. Consolidated evidence has
shown that induction of DNA damage can block cell cycle
progression by triggering multiple signal transduction hubs
(34, 35) that converge on the Chk1/Chk2/p53/p21 pathway
(36). To establish if this was the case for the G2/M arrest
displayed by CD22-positive cells exposed to IO, we analyzed their
protein lysates after drug incubation for 12, 24, and 48 h and
found that all cells displayed a considerable increase in Chk1
phosphorylation (Figure 3). Moreover, BL-2 and Namalwa also
exhibited increased Chk2 phosphorylation at each considered
time point. As Chk1 and Chk2 induction by DNA damage results
in p53 activation (37, 38), we investigated p53 expression after
IO exposure and detected its up-regulation in BL-2 and SUPB15 cells. As expected, we failed to observe variations in the
p53 levels of Namalwa cells as they overexpress mutant p53 at
baseline (Figure 3). To confirm preservation of p53-dependent
transcriptional activity, we analyzed p21 protein expression and
detected p21 induction in both BL-2 and SUP-B15 but not in the
Namalwa line (Figure 3).
Taken together these findings indicate that IOdependent G2/M cell cycle arrest is associated with Chk1
phosphorylation. Our results also suggest that successful
IO-mediated killing may require wild-type p53 as Namalwa
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The Sequential Combination of
Inotuzumab Ozogamicin and the Chk1
Inhibitor UCN-01 Increases the Apoptotic
Rate of CD22-Positive Leukemic Cells
Several reports have indicated that Chk1 pharmacological
inhibition by UCN-01 increases the cytotoxic effect of different
chemotherapeutic agents by abrogating Chk1-induced cell cycle
arrest via both p53-dependent and -independent mechanisms
(39–41). To establish if we could increase the IO sensitivity
of Namalwa cells, we employed the sequential combination of
IO and UCN-01 as depicted in Figure 4A. We found that, in
BL-2 and SUP-B15 cells displaying wild-type p53, the two-drug
combination increased apoptosis by 1.5 fold (Figures 4B,C).
Strikingly, when we repeated this experiment on the Namalwa
cell line employing an IO concentration calculated by averaging
the IC50 values of BL-2 and SUP-B15 responsive cells (0.459 nM),
we observed a 2.6 fold increase in cell death as compared to
IO alone (67.82% vs 26.43%) (Figures 4B,C). Furthermore, this
result was achieved employing IO concentrations that were 50
fold lower than the previously calculated IC50 for Namalwa
cells (Figure 1C).
As UCN-01 is a staurosporine analog displaying multiple
targets we could not exclude a non-specific effect attributable
to the many substrates of this drug. We therefore silenced
Chk1 expression in the Namalwa cell line employing a
pool of inducible anti-Chk1 shRNAs. We initially performed
an immunoblot to verify Chk1 silencing after 24 and 48 h
of doxycycline induction (Supplemental Figure 1A). We next
measured the apoptotic rate of cells transduced with the control
non-silencing shRNA (shRNA NS) or with the anti-Chk1
specific shRNA and treated for 24 h with an IO concentration
calculated by averaging the IC50 values of BL-2 and SUP-B15
responsive cells.
The silencing of Chk1 expression and the treatment with IO
produced a 1.8 fold increase in cell death as compared to IO
alone obtained after shRNA NS induction (29.83 vs 16.72%)
(Supplemental Figures 1B,C).
While these data implied the presence of a strong Chk1dependent increase in cell death, we still had not defined
which protein downstream of Chk1 contributed to this event.
It is well-established that—after DNA damage—activated Chk1
phosphorylates the cdc25C phosphatase, thereby favoring its
interaction with 14-3-3 proteins that results in the nuclear
export of cdc25C. Cytoplasmic retention by 14-3-3 prevents
mitosis progression thus determining a G2/M arrest (42).
To verify if UCN-01-dependent inhibition of Chk1 by-passed
IO-induced cell cycle arrest, we performed an anti-phosphocdc25C immunoblot. We found that UCN-01—alone or in
combination with IO—reduced both cdc25C expression and
phosphorylation (Figure 4D).
These results suggest that inhibition of Chk1 activity by UCN01 may abolish IO-dependent G2/M arrest, inducing significant
increases in cell death regardless of the p53 cellular background.
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TABLE 1 | Cell cycle distribution of BL-2, SUP-B15, and Namalwa cells in untreated and Inotuzumab Ozogamicin treated samples at different time points.
Cell line

Group

Cell cycle distribution
subG1

BL-2

UNT
IO 12 h

SUP-B15

NAMALWA

G1

12.70 ± 0.91
2.66 ± 0.15***

S

G2/M

43.46 ± 2.82

19.13 ± 0.96

24.70 ± 1.63

37.25 ± 1.67*

13.84 ± 0.90***

46.26 ± 2.31***

IO 24 h

3.85 ± 0.14***

24.18 ± 1.57***

5.75 ± 0.41***

65.40 ± 5.58***

IO 48 h

23.96 ± 1.08***

30.78 ± 3.10***

14.56 ± 0.82***

29.94 ± 2.10ns

UNT

4.85 ± 0.19

40.46 ± 3.09

16.40 ± 0.91

37.70 ± 2.29

IO 12 h

5.64 ± 0.27ns

32.27 ± 1.82**

22.81 ± 1.95***

39.59 ± 2.38ns

IO 24 h

5.98 ± 0.19ns

19.37 ± 0.79***

15.56 ± 1.12ns

58.45 ± 2.64***

IO 48 h

18.30 ± 1.97***

17.27 ± 0.74***

15.55 ± 1.05ns

48.02 ± 2.47**

43.30 ± 2.87

21.63 ± 1.06

30.96 ± 1.21

44.41 ± 2.22***

45.79 ± 2.75**

UNT

3.91 ± 0.17

IO 12 h

2.70 ± 0.15**

6.70 ± 0.28***

IO 24 h

5.89 ± 0.26***

12.67 ± 0.46***

26.10 ± 1.82*

55.51 ± 3.44***

IO 48 h

9.45 ± 0.62***

13.63 ± 0.67***

16.72 ± 1.17*

59.07 ± 4.42***

Statistical analysis indicates significance on variation in percentage of cell cycle distribution after treatment with IO at different time points compared to the untreated (UNT) condition.
Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation values from three independent experiments. *p < 0.01; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ns, not significant.

FIGURE 3 | Chk1 and Chk2 are involved in the G2/M arrest induced by Inotuzumab Ozogamicin. BL-2, SUP-B15 and Namalwa cell lines were exposed to IO
according to their IC50 values, for the indicated time points. Cells were then lysed and protein extracts were used to perform immunoblots employing the specified
antibodies. Actin was used as a loading control. The depicted blots are representative of three separate experiments.

p53 Status Determines Inotuzumab
Ozogamicin Efficacy on Immortalized
CD22-Positive Leukemic Cells

the empty vector-transduced counterpart, requiring a 5-fold
(BL-2: from 1.63 to 8 nM) or a 2.5-fold increase (SUP-B15:
from 1.37 to 3.4 nM) to achieve 50% cell killing (Figure 5B).
Since expression of wild-type p53 induces a marked cytotoxic
effect, we engineered a doxycycline-inducible lentiviral vector
expressing the EGFP-tagged p53 and used it to transduce the
Namalwa cell line. An immunoblot confirmed that doxycycline
exposure for 24 h induced wild-type p53 expression (Figure 5C).
We then exposed the transduced Namalwa cells to increasing
IO concentrations in the presence of doxycycline. As p53
induction per se determines an increase in cell death, we
decreased the time of exposure to IO and used drug doses
ranging from 0.1 to 10.000 ng/mL CalichDMH. When we
determined the cells IC50 , we observed different values as
compared to those initially calculated for Namalwa cells and

To provide genetic confirmation that p53 status determines IO
sensitivity in CD22-positive cells, we introduced the R248Q
mutant p53 in cells harboring wild-type p53 and - conversely expressed wild-type p53 in the Namalwa cell line.
Specifically, BL-2 and SUP-B15 were stably transduced with
lentiviral vectors expressing either GFP-tagged p53R248Q or
an empty vector used as a control. Anti-GFP immunoblots
confirmed expression of the p53R248Q mutant (Figure 5A).
Transduced cells were subsequently exposed to different IO
concentrations to determine their 48-h IC50 . We observed that
cells overexpressing p53R248Q presented higher IC50 values than
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FIGURE 4 | Treatment with Inotuzumab Ozogamicin and UCN-01 determines an increase in the apoptotic rate of CD22-positive cells. (A) Treatment scheme
employed in the experiments described in panels (B–D). BL-2, SUP-B15 and Namalwa cell lines were either left untreated (UNT) or were exposed to IO (dashed arrow)
according to their respective IC50 values, to 100 nM UCN-01 (solid arrow) or to a combination of the two drugs. In the latter case cell lines were kept for 12 h in IO and
UCN-01 was added for the remaining 24 h of the experiment. (B) Representative experiment displaying the apoptotic rates detected in BL-2, SUP-B15 and
(Continued)
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FIGURE 4 | Namalwa cell lines. The indicated cells were grown in the absence of drugs or treated with IO or UCN-01. Apoptosis was then evaluated after Annexin
V-FITC/7AAD double staining. The indicated percentages show the distribution of necrotic, early and late apoptotic cells after IO and UCN-01 treatment, alone or in
combination. (C) Histograms representing the average percentage of Annexin V and 7 AAD-positive cells in the untreated condition or after exposure to IO, UCN-01 or
a combination of the two drugs. Columns represent average ± standard deviation of three independent experiments performed in triplicates. *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001
(D) Cell lines treated, as specified in (A), were also harvested, lysed and probed with the specified antibodies to perform immunoblot assays. Actin was used as a
loading control. The depicted blots are representative of three separate experiments.

p53 Modulates Inotuzumab Ozogamicin
Efficacy on Primary CD22-Positive
Leukemic Cells

indicated in Figure 1. This finding was not surprising as the
cells were continuously cultivated for 8 weeks (to allow lentiviral
transduction and puromycin selection) and were incubated with
IO for a different time (24 vs. 48 h) than the one employed in our
previous experiments.
Moreover, we found that forcing wild-type p53 expression
in Namalwa cells increased anti-CD22 CalichDMH sensitivity,
recording an IC50 value 2.5 fold lower than that displayed
by the empty vector-induced cells (86.27 vs. 216.64 nM). On
the contrary, minimal differences were observed in the IC50
values of cells that were not incubated with doxycycline (i.e.,
no p53 induction) or were transduced with the empty vector
control (Figure 5D).
To further validate the role of mutant p53 in determining
a reduced IO sensitivity in CD22-positive cells, we inhibited
p53 expression in Namalwa cells and in two other lines
expressing mutant p53 isoforms. To this end, we employed
Raji cells that express the R273H gain of function mutation
that involve an amino acidic residue directly involved in DNA
binding and is therefore devoid of transcriptional activity
(43) and the Ramos cell line displaying the I254D loss of
function mutation (44).
To confirm the importance of wild-type p53 in contributing
to different responses to IO we calculated the drug’s IC50 in
Raji and Ramos cell lines. As expected, after 48 h of treatment
we found Raji and Ramos cells to be poorly responsive to
IO displaying IC50 values of 54.56 and 185.5 nM, respectively
(data not shown).
Several reports have indicated that chemical inhibition of
p53 gain of function mutations by pifithrin-alpha (PFT-α) (45)
or restoration of a p53 active conformation with APR-246
(also named PRIMA-1Met ) (46) increases the apoptosis of cells
expressing different mutant p53 isoforms. To establish if IO
sensitivity is dependent on p53 status, we co-treated Namalwa
and Raji cell lines with IO and PFT-α or alternatively exposed
Ramos cells to the combination of IO and APR-246. When we
assayed cell proliferation and survival in the presence of IO and
PFT-α or APR-246 we found significant reduction on cell growth
and viability of all p53 mutated cell lines. Specifically, we found
that co-treatment with IO and PFT-α or APR-246 for 24 h caused
a decrease in cell viability of about 1.7 fold compared to treatment
with IO alone in all three cell lines (Figure 6A). Furthermore, we
observed an increase in the amount of apoptotic cells from 6.7 to
68.3% in Namalwa, from 8.2 to 40.5% in Raji and from 34.3 to
94.7% in Ramos cells (Figures 6B,C).
Our data suggest that the anti-proliferative effect of IO is
heavily influenced by p53 status, suggesting that p53 evaluation
may predict the response of CD22-positive leukemic cells to a
Calicheamicin derivative.

Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org

To validate the data generated in immortalized cell lines, we
isolated mononuclear cells from six newly diagnosed B-ALL
patients and four subjects presenting refractory or relapsed BALL (r/r B-ALL). These cells were incubated with logarithmic
IO concentrations for 48 h and evaluated for cell viability
(Figure 7A). Our experiment showed that cells derived from
newly diagnosed B-ALL were more sensitive to IO than r/r
B-ALL cells, with the former displaying average IC50 values
of 29.96 nM and the latter presenting an average IC50 of
901.56 nM (Figure 7A).
While alterations in p53 are considered an infrequent
event in B-ALL, the disruption of both p53 alleles or the
presence of missense mutations is associated with an adverse
prognosis (47, 48). To further confirm that the higher
IC50 values displayed by r/r B-ALL patients correlated with
their p53 status, we initially analyzed their p53 expression
levels after a 48 hour incubation with IO. As reported in
Figure 7B, we found that newly diagnosed B-ALL patients only
expressed p53 after IO treatment, while three (R1, R5, and
R6) of the four r/r B-ALL subjects in our series displayed
p53 overexpression in the untreated condition suggesting
the presence of a mutant p53. Indeed, the r/r B-ALL
patients who exhibited the highest IC50 values also showed a
mutant p53.
We next wanted to establish if Chk1 inhibition would increase
IO efficacy on primary B-lymphoid cells. Hence, these cells
were exposed to the IO and UCN-01 combination previously
described and scored for cell death. When we incubated cells
derived from a B-ALL patient at diagnosis with 29.96 nM IO
(mean of the IC50 values of B-ALL patients at diagnosis) and
UCN-01—alone or in combination—we detected no significant
differences in the amount of cell death between IO plus UCN-01
(82.33%) and IO alone (74.48%; Figures 7C,D). However, when
we repeated this experiment using primary cells derived from a
r/r B-ALL patient expressing mutant p53, addition of UCN-01 to
IO doubled the apoptotic rate compared to IO alone (from 53.9 to
96.84%) employing an IO dose 30-fold lower than the mean IC50
calculated for r/r B-ALL patients (Figures 7C,D). Furthermore,
we observed remarkable cell death rates after treatment with
UCN-01 alone, confirming the importance of Chk1 inhibition in
B-ALL patients (49).
These findings strengthen our hypothesis that Chk1
phosphorylation triggers a G2/M arrest that will evolve in
apoptosis in the presence of wild-type p53. Our data also
suggest that p53 mutations may represent a limiting factor
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FIGURE 5 | p53 wild-type increases the sensitivity of CD22-positive cells to Inotuzumab Ozogamicin. (A) BL-2 and SUP-B15 cell lines were lentivirally transduced
with an empty vector (EV) or the GFP-tagged p53R248Q -pLEX construct. After puromycin selection, cells were lysed and protein extracts were blotted using an
anti-GFP antibody to verify protein expression. Actin was employed as a loading control. (B) The modified cell lines, stably expressing either EV (•) or mutant p53 ()
were then exposed to logarithmic doses of IO and their reduction in cell proliferation was evaluated employing the ATPLite luminescence assay. Results represent the
average ± standard deviation of at least three different experiments performed in triplicates with relative luminescence of untreated cells arbitrarily set at 100%. IC50
(Continued)
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FIGURE 5 | values were calculated by logistic non-linear regression and are presented as nM equivalents of CalichDMH. (C) Namalwa cells were transduced with an
empty vector (EV) or GFP-tagged wild-type (WT) p53—pTRIPZ vector using an inducible lentiviral system. After puromycin selection, cells were treated for 24 h with
doxycycline to induce wild-type p53 expression. Cells were harvested, lysed and protein extracts were simultaneously blotted for p53 and Actin, the latter employed
as a loading control. (D) The reductions in proliferation of Namalwa cells expressing EV (•) or p53WT () were then evaluated after co-treatment for 24 h with
doxycycline and logarithmic doses of CalichDMH. Results represent the average ± standard deviation of at least three different experiments performed in triplicates
with relative luminescence of untreated cells set arbitrarily at 100%. IC50 values are reported as nM equivalents of CalichDMH.

negatively modulating IO efficacy in patients with CD22-positive
lymphoproliferative disorders.

arrest may enable cells to further repair their DNA damage,
potentially favoring an escape from senescence by selected IOresistant clones.
Our experiments also showed that, after IO exposure, the
amount of death triggered by IO paralleled the p53 profile of the
cells. Indeed, BL-2 and SUP-B15 expressing wild-type p53 both
displayed high death rates (ranging between 60 and 90%) in the
presence of <1 nM of CalichDMH equivalents. On the contrary,
to achieve a 73% apoptotic rate, Namalwa cells with mutant
p53 had to be incubated with large amounts of IO suggestive
of cellular cytotoxicity derived from the release of antibodyfree calicheamicin. Moreover, the IO IC50 for two further cell
lines devoid a functional p53 confirmed that the CD22-specific
cytotoxicity of IO is influenced by p53 expression. While these
findings all point to p53 as a potential biomarker for IO efficacy,
they are not in agreement with a previous report by Prokop and
colleagues suggesting that p53 status bears no consequence on the
apoptotic response triggered by calicheamicin (58). To explain
these discrepancies, we engineered an inducible lentiviral vector
expressing GFP-tagged p53 that was used to transduce Namalwa
cells. In agreement with our previous observations, we found
increased IO sensitivity (i.e., lower IC50 ) in the presence of wildtype p53. Furthermore, when we inhibited p53 transactivation
(with PFT-α) or reactivated p53 function (with APR-246) in
cell lines (Raji and Ramos) expressing gain or loss of function
p53 mutations we again observed an increased sensitivity to IO.
While we are devoid of a specific explanation for the discordance
between our results and those previously published by Prokop
and colleagues, it is possible to assume that the different cellular
background between the two studies (colon cancer cells in the
paper by Prokop et al. vs Burkitt’s lymphoma and ALL cells
in our study) or the use of the unconjugated drug (i.e., free
calicheamicin unbound to the anti-CD22 antibody epratuzumab
in the Prokop study) may have significantly contributed to these
diverging results. We should also point out that the IO IC50 value
calculated in primary cells derived from ALL patients at diagnosis
or at the time of relapse also correlated with their p53 status,
further strengthening the suggestion that p53 integrity predicts
for IO efficacy.
Hence, our study confirms the promising results of a
CD22-specific immunoconjugate in patients affected by B-cell
lymphoproliferative disorders expressing wild-type p53. We also
demonstrated that the combination of IO and the Chk1 inhibitor
UCN-01 as well as Chk1 silencing forced G2/M-arrested cells
to progress along the cell cycle increasing their apoptotic rate.
Unexpectedly, we found that—unlike what we observed in
immortalized cell lines—in B-ALL patients at diagnosis the
combination of IO and UCN-01 did not determine a significant
increase in cell death compared to IO alone. As it has been

DISCUSSION
While antibody-drug conjugates represent one of the many
successful therapeutic strategies recently introduced in the fight
against cancer, selected neoplastic clones eventually escape the
cell killing mechanisms induced by these drugs (50). To explain
the resistance to IO we investigated the intracellular signaling
triggered by the drug and report several findings with potential
clinical consequences for patients diagnosed with B-cell derived
disorders receiving IO.
First of all, while it has been previously reported that CD22
levels play a minor role in determining IO efficacy, the general
consensus is that high CD22 expression accelerates IO-induced
cell death (51). Our data contradict this conclusion as we found
that both immortalized cell lines (BL-2, SUP-B15, Namalwa) and
primary cells exhibiting comparable CD22 levels displayed very
different IO sensitivity. Hence, evaluation of CD22 expression
cannot be considered a reliable biomarker to predict IO efficacy
on CD22-positive cells.
We have also actively investigated the signaling network
elicited by IO. As calicheamicin is a well-established DNAdamaging agent (13, 14), exposure to the compound would
be expected to activate the ATM/ATR proteins (17) that, in
turn, trigger the Chk1/Chk2/p38 pathway (52). This signaling
network induces a reversible cell cycle arrest mediated by p53dependent induction of p21 (53). This complex response to DNA
damage represents an evolutionary selected failsafe mechanism
aimed at preserving the DNA integrity of healthy cells (54, 55).
Indeed, upon complete and accurate repair of the accumulated
damage, cells may exit their cell cycle arrest and return to
proliferate. However, in the presence of persisting (unrepaired
or irreparable) DNA damage, cells will either senesce or undergo
apoptosis (56).
Our data confirm that IO blocks cells in the G2/M phase
of the cell cycle as previously described (16, 57). Moreover,
the fact that this arrest was detected throughout our panel of
immortalized cell lines and primary cells indicates that this event
is independent of p53 status. However, we noticed that the
initial G2/M block detected in all CD22-positive cells evolved
in two alternative scenarios depending on their underlying p53.
Indeed, while BL-2 and SUP-B15 (p53 wild-type) cells underwent
apoptosis—possibly due to partial or inaccurate repair of IOinduced DNA-damage, p53-mutant Namalwa cells stabilized
their G2/M arrest. Although we are still investigating this
phenomenon, it is tempting to speculate that a prolonged G2/M
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FIGURE 6 | Inhibition of mutant p53 increases the sensitivity of CD22-positive cells to Inotuzumab Ozogamicin. (A) Namalwa, Raji and Ramos cell lines expressing
mutant p53 were grown in the absence of drugs or treated with their IC50 IO values and p53 inhibitors alone or in combinations for 24 h. Namalwa and Raji were
treated with 20 µM pifitrhin-alpha (PFT-α) while Ramos cells were treated with their APR-246 (PRIMA-1Met ) IC50 value. Cell lines were then subjected to MTS
proliferation assays. Histograms show relative percentage of metabolically active cells with the untreated condition arbitrarily set at 100%. Columns represent average
± standard deviation of two independent experiments carried out in triplicates. (B) Representative experiment on the indicated CD22-positive cell lines either left
untreated (UNT) or treated as described in panel A. Apoptotic rates were then evaluated using flow cytometry after Annexin V-FITC/7AAD double staining. The
indicated percentage values indicate the distribution of viable and necrotic/apoptotic cells for each condition. (C) Histograms representing the average percentage of
Annexin V and 7 AAD-positive cells in the untreated condition or after exposure to IO, pifithrin-alpha or APR-246 or a combination of these drugs. Columns represent
average ± standard deviation of three independent experiments performed in triplicates. ***p < 0.001.
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FIGURE 7 | Primary human CD22-positive cells expressing wild-type p53 display high sensitivity to Inotuzumab Ozogamicin. (A) Reduction in cell viability calculated
on mononuclear cells derived from six CD22-positive human B-ALL patients at diagnosis and four patients with r/r B-ALL. After a 48 h incubation with increasing IO
concentrations, the reduction of cell proliferation was evaluated employing the ATPLite luminescence assay. The right panel indicates average ± standard deviation of
the IC50 values, expressed as nM equivalents of CalichDMH. (B) The indicated primary cells derived from B-ALL patients at diagnosis (D) or from r/r B-ALL (R) were
also treated for 48 h with calicheamicin equivalents corresponding to their IO IC50 average values. Lysates from these cells were then blotted using the specified
antibodies. Actin was used as a loading control. (C) Primary cells, derived from one B-ALL (D11) and one r/r B-ALL (R1) patient, were left untreated or exposed to the
IO IC50 average value for B-ALL patients at diagnosis (29.96 nM) and UCN-01 100 nM, alone or in combination, employing the scheme described in Figure 4A.
Apoptosis was then evaluated after Annexin V-FITC/7AAD double staining. The indicated percentage values show the distribution of necrotic, early and late apoptotic
cells. (D) Histograms representing the average percentage of Annexin V and 7 AAD positive cells in the untreated condition or after exposure to IO, UCN-01 or a
combination of the two drugs. Columns represent average ± standard deviation of two independent experiments. ***p < 0.001; ns, not significant.
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B-ALL expressing mutant p53 that are unlikely to benefit from
IO monotherapy.

reported that the genomic profiling of B-ALL at diagnosis and
relapse shows substantial changes in both the number and nature
of the detected genetic alterations (59), it is possible to speculate
that patients expressing wild-type p53 at diagnosis and lacking
additional alterations in checkpoint pathways, remain sensitive
to a DNA damaging agent but will not benefit from a checkpoint
inhibitor (41). Our findings are in line with multiple studies
suggesting the efficacy of Chk1 inhibitors as a new therapeutic
strategy for B- and T-ALLs (49, 60). Furthermore, as in primary
cells UCN-01 sensitivity is strictly related to the integrity of the
p53 sequence, we hypothesize that the combination of IO and
a Chk1 inhibitor could greatly benefit patients affected by r/r
B-ALL displaying mutant p53.
Currently, several clinical trials are evaluating the use of
Chk1 inhibitors for the treatment of patients with either
solid tumors or hematological malignances (ClinicalTrials.gov
Identifier: NCT02203513 and NCT03495323). While these drugs
are still in the early phase of their clinical development, the initial
use of the Chk1 antagonist prexasertib in ovarian cancer patients
has been associated with good tolerability with the only grade
3-4 adverse events related to decreased white blood cell counts
and neutropenia (61).
An alternative approach to the use of Chk1 inhibitors is the
combination of chemo- and immune-therapy that was recently
described in two different phase 2 clinical trials coupling IO with
mini-hyper-CVD in patients with relapsed or refractory ALL
(62), or in older patients with newly diagnosed ALL (63). In both
cases the trials generated excellent clinical outcomes, although
patients experienced different grade 3-4 adverse events including
veno-occlusive disease.
In summary, our findings suggest that p53 mutational status
may represent a predictive biomarker for IO efficacy and
that an approach combining IO and Chk1 inhibition could
represent a potential therapeutic approach for patients with r/r
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Supplemental Figure 1 | Chk1 silencing and treatment with Inotuzumab
Ozogamicin increases the apoptotic rate of Namalwa cells. (A) Namalwa cells
transduced with shChk1 or shNS RNAs, were treated for 24 and 48 h with
doxycycline to induce the expression of the shRNAs. Protein extracts were blotted
for Chk1 to verify the efficacy of the silencing procedure. Actin was used as
loading control. (B) The indicated cells were induced with doxycycline for 48
hours. After the first 24 h cells were exposed to IO for further 24 h and apoptosis
was then evaluated after Annexin V-FITC/7AAD double staining. The indicated
percentages show the distribution of necrotic, early and late apoptotic cells after
IO treatment. (C) Histograms representing the average percentage of Annexin V
and 7 AAD-positive cells in the induced condition or after exposure to IO. Columns
represent average ± standard deviation of three independent experiments.
∗∗∗ p < 0.001.
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